DEAR ABC,
THANKS FOR CHOOSING http://astrozing.com
AS PER QUESTION PUT FORWARD BY YOU:

Your QUESTION :

1. I recently broke up with my boyfriend, would I again reconnect with him again in future?
ANALYSIS Of Your Question:
Thanks for asking us the question.
Astrology is a science of chances- just like quantum physics. That is
there is No YES or NO. What we can say when you have higher
chances of connecting to your lover.
For you September brings in some karma from the past and October
could be emotionally demanding. You have to take care of your
communication and may be avoided being aggressive or overtly
emotional in communications .
You work in an organized fashion so you should be able to deal with
this matter better.
Year 2016 ending and year 2017 is not very supportive for you to
connect to your loved one due to transits of Saturn and Jupiter. But in
year 2018- with your prayers and ability to look for the right things ,
matters could turn in your favor say 70:30 due to Saturn transit and
Jupiter coming to Virgo.

You run mercury sub period till almost 2017 starting. It aspects your
house of long term relationships/marriage – that is the 7th house .So
does a very weak Rahu aspects the same house.

Malefic Mercury also aspects in transit to your house of love and short
affairs , that is the 5th house.
So overall expect obstacles and problems in love matters . 2018 is
definitely better for you.
Keep following and doing the right things along with remedial
measures Given below for best results,. But keep your ego aside – this
is what you have to be careful about.

BONUS: Your Personality Analysis for self awareness and your
help:
Due to strong Venus in 8th house.








You
You
You
You
You
You
You

could be attractive and charismatic
have leadership qualities and would shine in public life
could be healthy and free from diseases
are clever in doing your work and could be dutiful
could investigate into occult studies
have success through writing and publishing
have general betterment after 33 years of age

You
You
You
You

are intelligent and good writing skills
could be wealthy and have political nature
could be beautiful, sensuous and timid
could have trouble with business and partnerships

Also





BONUS: The coming Yearly Patterns for your help:
2015 ending

This period signifies that of reflection, taking
rest or taking a vacation. This is the time to reflect & think
about yourself, your goals and your relationships. This is the
time you could expect to get visions, dreams and intuitive
perceptions.
Under This time period you could expect to master the skills
specific to the area of your expertise or discipline. This time

period also supports benefits in metaphysics like yoga, religion ,
meditation, astrology and numerology.
This is the time not to push things, rather than wait For things
to complete by themselves. This particularly applies to matters
of finance. The key word is to wait and let the time period work
for you. Take care that your body is well-taken care off. It
should be provided with sufficient rest. Over exertion has to be
avoided. This is possibly a good time to take a vacation. Care has
to be taken While signing any legal document - things should be
looked into carefully.
This is the time when you may feel a lesser urge to socialize and
you may prefer to stay alone or to be with people who are more
spiritually oriented. The key is to flow with the period, not
force anything.
2016
This time periods asks For responsibility ,deals
with money, business and karma. As we know the law of karma
means
that as you will sow ,so shall you reap. This truth gets more
strengthened under This time period. This is the time to get the
due For good or bad work which one might have done. So If you
have done good deeds in the past expect rewards and recognition.
You could as well expect raise in salary or a promotion under
this time period. So naturally you should plan to take up more
responsibility and workload.
This is the time to start a New business venture and lay down a
solid foundation For future. You could expect yourself to be
more successful in the material plane. So take up initiative and
go ahead in an efficient and organized fashion to get any kind
of results. Keep control on your drive to accomplish materially
so that your energies remain conserved.
You could expect inheritance or legacy in This or If you have
sown seeds of love For someone it will come back to you in this
Don't get too busy in your work, help others and keep in touch
with them.
receive gifts or may be inheritance during this time. Your external

conditions , you could expect a change in places and people which
would
finally give you good returns or expect vibrancy in your conditions as
you could get fresh opportunities and relationships.
You can win over people by persuasion. This s the time when you can
achieve whatever you set in your mind. A positive attitude during this
time will help you to gain the backing that you may require to be a
success.
Remedies: That would Help you Solve your Problems much
better:





Donation to old age homes- could reduce your troubles by
half/50%.
Yantra/amulet for Venus- would strengthen your love vibrations
and help you get your lost love may be before the promised
date.
Donations on Friday to organizations that help women.
chant Vedic mantras of the above planets regularly and shiva
chalisa daily, you should be fine.

